
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DRUGS LEGALIZATION AS ONE OF THE MAJOR

PROBLEMS OF SOCIETY

Throughout history, societies have faced many threats, but few of them have been such Legalization of drugs is one of
those alternative policies This paper aims to make an analysis of drug legalization debate in the United States, this issue
has a significant potential to be a major problem in Turkey's agenda in the.

Crack would never have existed in my opinion if you had not had drug prohibition. They are influencing
legislation and having a significant impact on the national policy debate in the United States. Even though
there are those who fight for its legalization, there are also those who vehemently wage war against it. As
Mark Kleiman has pointed out, coercion is hardly likely to improve anyone's power of self-control. Although
the mere elimination of criminal penalties for drug use would cause some combination of these effects, the
exact impact on crime and drug use would depend upon how drugs were legalized. However, pro-drug
advocacy groups, who support the use of drugs, are making headlines. Indeed, it is an expression so
thoroughly imbedded in the media lexicon that it qualifies as a kind of unintentional propaganda. Georgette
Bennett, a sociologist, has even proposed that drugs be sold generically, without any brand-name competition.
Of particular interest should be a modified cigarette model. States would legalize the sale of all illicit
substances, however damaging to the user. Many who are against legal marijuana claim that it could lead to an
increase in violent crime. All federal laws controlling distribution and sale should be repealed, however,
leaving the issue up to the individual states. While projections for other types of goods are typically more
reliable, this is an entirely new market and therefore prone to error. Since each alternative has somewhat
different advantages and drawbacks, we need to give separate attention to each one. Though many would
naturally think otherwise, legalizing drugs like marijuana, ecstasy, meth, cocaine, heroin, mushrooms, LSD,
and DMT would cripple organized crime, majorly reduce death and injury from drug use, unclog the court
system, and make these drugs much safer to use. Nevertheless, the costs of this strategy might be significant.
The first of its kind was the legislation that passed in San Francisco in  There are two major drawbacks to this
approach. Drugs can be harmful but very resourceful. Washington and Colorado are the two recent states that
have legalized the use of marijuana for recreational uses. To legalize drugs would be detrimental to the family
unit as well as our youth and have serious health consequences at an alarming rate. Bennentt, chides
intellectuals who believe drugs should be legalize. The only exception should be substances shown to cause a
very high percentage of users to commit violent acts against others perhaps PCP, for instance. Such a policy
could be considered a variant of the government-stores approach. The Drug Enforcement Agency should be
disbanded, with enforcement entrusted to local police, since sale to minors rather than production or
smuggling would be the primary drug crime. All illegal drug-related arrests in totaled almost 1. Exactly what
steps are appropriate requires further debate. Here are six different plans for what to do after the end of drug
prohibitionâ€”and why one of them makes the most sense. Yet most of the damage from drugs today results,
not from their use, but from the ban on their use. If addicts alone received drugs, there would still be
widespread demand for black market supplies from those not designated as addicts. Some drugs are though to
have positive medical use, but that's a though to be untrue considering the contradicting facts. Stephen
Mug-ford, an Australian sociologist, has suggested distinguishing between cannabis, on the one hand, and
cocaine and heroin, on the other, by making the former available commercially and the latter only through a
licensing system. While both President Bush and members of Congress seem to hope the issue will simply
fade away, millions of people still use drugs, drug-related crime and killings continue to rise in major cities,
drug enforcement officials violate the civil liberties of the innocent as well as the guilty, and drug dealers
seduce young people into joining their criminal enterprises. However, the findings of the original study by
Meier et al show there is indeed an independent relationship between loss of intelligence and adolescent
marijuana use. And throwing the drug problem into physicians' offices is probably not a good use of medical
resources, especially given the current problem of providing Americans with affordable care. It is one of that
needs vast advancements in research and treatment for addicts to prevent the moral and legal obligations, as
well as the severe health ramifications that come along with addiction of these powerful drugs. Like all
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successful propaganda, "drug-related" has become so hackneyed that no one bothers to examine its
fundamental truthfulness. It is grown in dispensaries, which, depending on the state, have regulatory standards
ranging from strict to almost non-existent. The crude marijuana plant and its products may be contaminated
with fungus or mold. Why Legalization? The United States has long experience regulating alcohol and
tobacco and for more than a century allowed the use of cocaine, marijuana, and opium. Some researchers and
pundits have guessed that in California taxes are too high, that the black market is too strong or that the red
tape of bureaucracy is just too much.


